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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

 
A Thread Verification Unit (TVU) is used for verifying the integrity of threaded holes. The 

verification is by means of a special gage probe that is powered into (and backed out of) the 

threaded hole at appropriately controlled torque levels. If the probe can be screwed to depth 

into the part with less than the preset torque, the part is considered good and the controller 

sends a PASS signal to your PLC. If the probe cannot pass to depth because of a missing, 

blocked, or undersize thread, the part is a reject part and the controller sends a FAIL signal to 

the PLC. 

 

A TVU-STH-SK consists of the following: 

• (1) TVU-STH-SK unit with a servo motor 

• (1) Servo controller 

• Servo drive 

 

A TVU-STH-SM consists of the following: 

• (1) TVU-STH-SM unit with a servo motor 

• (1) Pre-programmed HMI 

• (1) Pre-programmed servo drive 

• (1) Pre-programmed PLC 

• Appropriate cables 

• Toolholder / Off-Axis Adapter (not shown) 

• Thread Probe (not shown) 
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SM) 
 
Programming Guidelines for the TVU-STH-SM Servo System 
 
The Servo Drive, PLC and HMI have been pre-configured and tested at New Vista for thread verification. Per the 
chart below, the PLC is ready to be connected to your control system via hardware digital I/O. Using these I/O 
commands, your PLC controls and directs the servo motions, including running a canned Thread Verification 
Cycle that has been programmed into the PLC. 
 
Label Description PLC Terminal 
Input 1 Enabled Typically control power on X0 
Input 2 Start Start a full TVU cycle X10 
Input 3 Stop Stop any motion X11 
Input 4 Home A homing cycle that rotates CCW to insure out of part X5 
Input 5 Jog Reverse Slow jog out of the part  X7 
Input 6 Jog Forward Slow jog into the part  X6 
Input 7 “No-Go” Prox Switch “No-Go” Gage to depth prox switch X2 
Input 8 “Go” Prox Switch “Go” Gage to depth prox switch X1 
    
Label Description PLC Terminal 
Output 1 Ready Ready to run a thread verification cycle Y0 
Output 2 In Motion TVU is in motion Y1 
Output 3 Safe/Homed The tool is clear of the part and can be retracted Y2 
Output 4 Pass The last cycle passed Y3 
Output 5 Fail The last cycle failed Y4 
Output 6 Fault Reset Resets servo faults Y5 
Output 7 Enable –  Y6 
Output 8 Enable +  Y7 
 
All of these I/O points are 24vdc and should be wired directly to the PLC. The outputs are low current < 0.2amps 
and should not be used to directly control any device that exceeds this current. This includes incandescent pilot 
lamps, solenoids or motor starters. 
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SM) 
 
PLC Logic – Preparing the Drive 
 
Power-Up 
Upon powering the servo, the drive goes through a power-up cycle. After this, all signals from the PLC will be off. 
 
Control Power On 
This is a signal, input 1, that tells the PLC control power is on. This is typically tied to the emergency stop circuit. 
 
Home/Safe 
The drive now needs to be “homed” using input 4. Homing the servo is a feature that rapidly rotates the servo 
motor CCW or CW a set number of revolutions (application dependent, set via the HMI) to insure the tool is not in 
the part and the servo position is set to “0”. 
 
Once homed, after sending a signal via input 4, output 3 turns on and indicates the tool is “Safe.” “Safe” tells your 
PLC that it is ok to move the TVU tooling toward or away from the part. Output 3 will remain on until any forward 
motion has occurred. A forward motion indicates that the thread gage may have threaded partially into the part. 
 

The basic design of the Go/No-Go Combination Thread Verification Unit is: 
a) The part to be tested is placed in front of the TVU. 
b) The spindle is compressed by moving the TVU forward against the part to be checked, which makes the 

proximity switches (inputs 7 and 8) come on. 
c) On “Start,” the spindle rotates into the part. The spindle will continue to rotate until the Max Revolution 

Count (set via the HMI) is reached, or the “Go” proximity switch becomes unblocked. 
• When the “Go” proximity switch remains blocked, the servo will automatically reverse the spindle 

and the part will be considered Fail. If the “Go” verification test fails, the servo drive will not start 
the “No-Go” cycle. 

• When the “Go” proximity switch becomes unblocked, the servo drive will automatically start the 
“No-Go” verification cycle.  

d) After a successful “Go” verification test, the “No-Go” test begins immediately. The spindle will continue to 
rotate at a lower RPM (set via the HMI) and travel a separate number of revolutions (set via the HMI). 

• When the “No-Go” proximity switch remains blocked, the part is considered Pass. 
• When the “No-Go” proximity switch becomes unblocked, the part is considered Fail. 

e) At this point, the servo rotates back to the position where it started, plus an additional revolution(s). After 
the spindle is back home, it will be ready to run the next cycle. It does not require a separate “homing” for 
each cycle.  
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SM) 
Auto Cycle 
 
Brief Discussion 
The system, as provided, runs thread verification cycles as long as the system is powered and not faulted with 
just a single input to our PLC – “Start” (input 2). 
 
Output 3 (“Safe/Homed”) provides feedback that it is safe to move the thread gage out of the part. Output 1 
(“Ready”) indicates that the drive is ready to start an auto-cycle. The remaining signals are provided for the 
placement of the TVU within a customer provided control system.  
 
Running a Cycle 
Once “Enabled” and “Safe/Homed”, the TVU is now ready to run auto-cycles. Per the chart below, the output 
signals from the drive will be in this state – “Ready” and “Safe” on. 

Output Label Status 
Output 1 Ready ON 
Output 2 In Motion OFF 
Output 3 Safe/Homed ON 
Output 4 Pass ON/OFF, based on last operation 
Output 5 Fail ON/OFF, based on last operation 
Output 6 Fault Reset OFF 
Output 7 Enable – OFF 
Output 8 Enable + OFF 

 
Auto Step 1 – Positioning the TVU 
Turn on input 5 (“Jog Reverse”). This helps align the thread gage with the part while pneumatic slides (or robot arms) are in 
motion. While in motion, output 2 (“In Motion”) will be on. During this time, move the slide/robot arm to position the thread gage 
against the part. 
 
Auto Step 2 – Moving the TVU into Test Position 
Once in position, inputs 7 and 8 (proximity switches) will come on. This means the thread gage has touched the part, and the 
TVU spindle has compressed. Remove input 5 (“Jog Reverse”) and the servo motor will stop. 
 
Auto Step 3 – Thread Verification Cycle 
With output 1 (“Ready”), output 3 (“Safe/Homed”), and inputs 7 and 8 (proximity switches) on; momentarily turn on input 2 
(“Start”) to begin the cycle. During the cycle, “Ready” and “Safe/Homed” will turn off. Output 2 (“In Motion”) will turn on. At the 
end of the cycle, “Ready” and “Safe/Homed” will turn back on.  
 
The servo will rotate the thread gage a pre-determined number of revolutions (set via the HMI) into the part being checked. If 
the cycle passes, output 4 (“Pass”) will be energized. If the cycle fails, output 5 (“Fail”) will be energized. The “Pass” or “Fail” 
signal will remain on until the next cycle begins. 
 
Auto Step 4 – Moving the TVU out of Test Position 
Once the test is complete per the above-mentioned signals, turn on input 5 (“Jog Reverse”). This insures a bind-free move of 
the thread gage away from the part. While in motion, output 2 (“In Motion”) will be on. During this time, actuate the slide/robot 
arm to move the TVU away from the part. When done, remove input 5 (“Jog Reverse”) and the servo motor will stop. 
 
Note: Jogging forward (input 6) between verification cycles will break “home” and will require a re-homing. 
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TVU-STH-SM 
HMI  

MAIN SCREEN 

 
♦ Displays pass/fail status of last test. 

 
♦ Displays current values of rpm, position and torque. 

 
♦ Displays re-settable counters. 

♦ Counter reset button. 
 

♦ Displays last TVU cycle time. 
 

♦ Displays “GO Test Position”, which is the number of revs at which the part being 
gaged has passes. 
 

♦ Provides access to all other screens. 
 

♦ Displays HOME status. 
 

♦ Displays servo status. 
 

♦ Displays max torque value of last complete TVU cycle. 
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TVU-STH-SM 

HMI  
STATS SCREEN 

 

 
 
 

♦ Displays non-resettable counts. 
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TVU-STH-SM 

HMI  
MANUAL SCREEN 

 

 
 

♦ Allows jogging in both directions. 
 

♦ Allows manually triggered TVU cycle. 
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TVU-STH-SM 
HMI  

I/O SIGNALS SCREEN 
 

 
 

♦ Displays status of I/O at the PLC. 
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TVU-STH-SM 

HMI  
ABOUT US SCREEN 

 
 

 
 
 

♦ Displays New Vista contact information. 
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TVU-STH-SM 

HMI  
LOGIN SCREEN 

 

 
 
 

♦ Allows access to advanced setup features. 
 

♦ Password is set at 900 from the factory. 
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TVU-STH-SM 
HMI  

SETUP 1 SCREEN 

 
♦ Allows adjustment to HOME, GO, NO GO and JOG speeds. 

 
♦ Allows adjustment to number of offset revs.  This is the number of extra revs the 

spindle runs in reverse during a cycle after it’s reached HOME. 
 

♦ Allows adjustment to number of GO revs.  This is the max number of revs the 
spindle will go forward unless the GO prox transitions. 
 

♦ Allows adjustment to number of NO GO revs.  This is the number of revs the 
spindle will turn after a GO pass while looking for a NO GO fail. 
 

♦ Allows adjustment to minimum GO revs.  This is the minimum number of revs 
required before allowing a pass signal.  Protection against missing or broken 
tool. 
 

♦ Allow adjustment to out-of-cycle HOME revs.  This is the number of revs the 
spindle will turn in reverse upon receiving a HOME command. 
 

♦ Allows entering a value for a gearbox reducer when installed between the servo 
and output spindle. 
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TVU-STH-SM 

HMI  
SETUP 2 SCREEN 

 

 
 
 

♦ Allows toggling between three TVU modes: GO, NO GO, GO/NO GO. 
 

♦ Allows toggling normal state of GO prox. 
 

♦ Allows toggling between clutch mode or electronic torque mode. 
 

♦ Allows toggling normal state of NO GO prox. 
 

♦ Allows toggling between right hand and left hand threads. 
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TVU-STH-SM 

HMI  
SETUP TORQUE SCREEN 

 

 
 

♦ Allows manually entering torque values forward and reverse for electronic torque 
mode.  Torque values are automatically set at maximum values when in clutch 
mode. 

 
♦ Allows for manually calibrating relationship of servo toque percent to in/lbs. 
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SK) 
 
Connect to Servo Controller via Ethernet 
 
In order to connect to the servo controller in PicPro, follow the instructions below. Please note that the procedure 
below is for Windows XP. Configuring on any other versions of Windows may differ. 
 

1) Download and install the PicPro Monitor Edition V.17.0 from G&L Motion Controls Website. 
Alternatively, the link is http://kdn.kollmorgen.com/content/gl-product-downloads-0. The serial number 
required during installation is A12345. In order to change the hard coded logic, you will need to 
purchase the Professional Edition. For most needs, the Monitor Edition is fine. 

 
2) To configure Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), follow the steps below: 

a) Open the Control Panel. Go to “Network and Internet Connections”  “Network Connections”. 

 

 

http://kdn.kollmorgen.com/content/gl-product-downloads-0
http://kdn.kollmorgen.com/content/gl-product-downloads-0
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a) Right click on “Local Area Connection” and click on “Properties.” 
 

 
 

b) Select “Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)” and click on “Properties.” 
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b) Select “Use the following IP address” and set the various settings as follows: 
a. IP Address: 192.168.1.109 
b. Subnet Mast: 255.255.255.0 
c. Leave “Default Gateway” empty 

 

 
 

c) Click “OK”. Your computer is now configured to connect to the servo controller. 
 
 

3) To connect to the servo controller, open the PicPro Monitor Edition V.17.0. Plug one end of an 
Ethernet cable to your computer, and the other end to the port labeled “Ethernet” on the servo 
controller. 

 
a) Go to “Online”  “Comm Settings” 
b) At the bottom of the window, the type of connection is present. “Serial” is selected by default, but 

click on the next option, “TCP/IP”. 
c) Enter the servo controller IP address, which is “192.168.1.110”. 
d) Click “Net Info” to ensure connection. 
e) Click “OK”. The connection should be good, and there should be a green connection light at the 

bottom right side of the PicPro window. 
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SK) 
 

Text File and Description 
 
In order for the program to run efficiently, the values in the text file will be pre-determined by New Vista. The text 
file contains variables require to run the thread verification tests. Each line of the text file, as well as their 
descriptions, is listed below. 
 

Original Text File 
Text File Explanation 

V2.0,,, 
"New Vista TVU set up CSV file",,, Line Value Description 
1000,Speed in test thread dir in rpm,, 1 1000 Speed in Test Thread Direction for Go, in RPM 
1000,Speed in home, in rpm,, 2 1000 Speed in home, in RPM 
5,Home Offset times 10,, 3 5 Home Offset times 10 
210,Thread Travel times 10,, 4 210 Go Thread Travel times 10 
1,off except dual mode go no go, 5 1 Mode Select: Go or Go/No-go 
90,Distance for no go, 6 90 No-Go Thread Travel times 10 
350,Speed for no go, 7 350 Speed in Test Thread Direction for No-Go, in RPM 
0,, 8 0 N/A 
0,, 9 0 N/A 
0,, 10 0 N/A 

 
 
 
 

Adjust Text File Values 
 
In order to make changes to the text file in the programming, follow the instructions below. Please note that all the 
steps are necessary for the Thread Verification Units to function properly. 
 

1) To download the text file from servo control to your computer, follow the steps 
below: 

a) Plug the PicPro Programming cable into your computer and the programming port on the servo 
controller. Alternatively, you can connect to the servo controller via Ethernet. 

b) Double click the PicPro icon to open the PicPro V.17.0 Monitor Edition software. In the lower 
right corner of the screen, the plugs should illuminate green to indicate that the computer is 
talking to the controller. 

c) Go to “Online”  “Control Operations”  “Disk Operations”  “RAM”. 
d) By default, PicPro will display the content of the servo controller in a window called “RAM Disk”. 

There is a text file named “TCUVARS.TXT”. 
e) Right click the “TCUVARS.TXT” file, and click “Copy”. 
f) Paste the text file in an easily accessible location (such as the Desktop). 
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2) To edit the spindle RPM, open the newly pasted text file. Contents of the text file are shown 
below. The spindle RPM is decided by the two lines: The first one in ‘Go’ forward direction, the 
second in reverse, and the last in ‘No-Go’ forward direction. The reverse RPM is the “Home” RPM. In 
this example, the RPMs for Go verification is at 1000 RPM, Reverse is at 1000 RPM, and No-Go 
verification is at 350. Once finished editing, save the text file. 
 
V2.0,,, 
"New Vista TVU set up CSV file",,, 
1000, Speed in test thread dir in rpm,, 
1000, Speed in home, in rpm,, 
5, Home Offset times 10,, 
210, Thread Travel times 10,, 
1, off except dual mode go no go, 
90, Distance for no go, 
350, Speed for no go, 
0,, 
0,, 
0,, 
 

3) To edit the number of revolutions, open the newly pasted text file. Contents of the text file 
are shown below. The rev count (“Thread Travel”) is decided by the one line. In this example, the 
value “210” equates to up to 21 revolutions by the servo motor for the Go verification. The value “90” 
equates to 9 revolutions by the servo motor for the No-Go verification. Once finished editing, save the 
text file. 
 
V2.0,,, 
"New Vista TVU set up CSV file",,, 
1000, Speed in test thread dir in rpm,, 
1000, Speed in home, in rpm,, 
5, Home Offset times 10,, 
210, Thread Travel times 10,, 
1, off except dual mode go no go, 
90, Distance for no go, 
350, Speed for no go, 
0,, 
0,, 
0,, 

 
4) To download the text file to the servo controller, follow the steps below: 

a) Go to “Online”  “Control Operations”  “Disk Operations”  “RAM”. 
b) Navigate to the folder, where the edited text file is located. 
c) Right click the “TCUVARS.TXT” file, and click “Copy”. 
d) Navigate to RAM Disk on the left panel. 
e) Paste “TCUVARS.TXT” to RAM Disk. 
f) Close the window. 
g) Cycle the servo controller/drive’s power. This will actually download the new text file. 

 
5) To test the new value in RPM, thread travel, and/or torque, follow the steps below: 

a) Press the Home button on the control panel, or send the Home signal from the PLC. 
b) Place the part in fixture and run a test cycle. 
c) Repeat steps 2 ~5 until the desired RPM, travel, or torque is achieved. 
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SK) 

 
Programming Guidelines for the MMC Servo Drive 
 
The MMC-DSA2 Servo Drive has been pre-configured and tested at New Vista for thread verification. Per the 
chart below, the servo drive is ready to be connected to your control system via hardware digital I/O. Using these 
I/O commands, your PLC controls and directs the servo motions, including running a canned Thread Verification 
Cycle that has been programmed into the MMC Servo Controller. 
 
Label Description Connector 
Input 1 Enabled Typically control power on 15-Pin I/O Board 
Input 2 Start Start a full TVU cycle 15-Pin I/O Board 
Input 3 Stop Stop any motion 15-Pin I/O Board 
Input 4 Home A homing cycle that rotates CCW to insure out of part 15-Pin I/O Board 
Input 5 Jog Reverse Slow jog out of the part (100 RPM) 15-Pin I/O Board 
Input 6 Jog Forward Slow jog into the part (100 RPM) 15-Pin I/O Board 
Input 7 “No-Go” Prox Switch “No-Go” Gage to depth prox switch 15-Pin I/O Board 
Input 8 “Go” Prox Switch “Go” Gage to depth prox switch 15-Pin I/O Board 
    
Label Description Connector 
Output 1 Ready Ready to run a thread verification cycle 15-Pin I/O Board 
Output 2 Running Is running a cycle 15-Pin I/O Board 
Output 3 Safe/Homed The tool is clear of the part and can be retracted 15-Pin I/O Board 
Output 4 Pass The last cycle passed 15-Pin I/O Board 
Output 5 Fail The last cycle failed 15-Pin I/O Board 
Output 6 Moving The servo motor is in motion 15-Pin I/O Board 
Output 7 Servo Fault The servo drive is reporting a fault 15-Pin I/O Board 
 
All of these I/O points are 24vdc and should be wired to either the 15-pin General I/O Port on the MMC-DSA2 
controller per Table 6-22 & Table 6-23. The outputs are low current < 0.2amps and should not be used to directly 
control any device that exceeds this current. This includes incandescent pilot lamps, solenoids or motor starters. 
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SK) 
 

PLC Logic – Preparing the Drive 
 
Power-Up 
Upon powering the servo, the drive goes through a power-up cycle. After this, all signals from the drive will be off. 
 
Control Power On 
This is a signal, input 1, that tells the drive control power is on. This is just typically tied to the emergency stop 
circuit. 
 
Home/Safe 
The drive now needs to be “homed” using input 4. Homing the servo is a feature that rapidly rotates the servo 
motor CCW or CW a set number of revolutions (application dependent, set via the text file) to insure the tool is not 
in the part. 
 
Once homed after sending a signal via input 4, output 3 turns on and indicates the tool is “Safe.” “Safe” tells your 
PLC that it is ok to move the TVU tooling toward or away from the part. Output 3 will remain on until any clockwise 
motion has occurred. A CW motion indicates that the thread gage may have threaded partially into the part. 
 

The basic design of the Go/No-Go Combination Thread Verification Unit is: 
f) The part to be tested is placed in front of the TVU. 
g) The spindle is compressed by moving the TVU forward against the part to be checked, which makes the 

proximity switches (inputs 7 and 8) come on. 
h) On “Start,” the spindle rotates clockwise into the part. The spindle will continue to rotate until the Max 

Revolution Count (set via the text file) is reached, or the “Go” proximity switch becomes unblocked. 
• When the “Go” proximity switch remains blocked, the servo will automatically reverse the spindle 

and the part will be considered Fail. If the “Go” verification test fails, the servo drive will not start 
the “No-Go” cycle. 

• When the “Go” proximity switch becomes unblocked, the servo drive will automatically start the 
“No-Go” verification cycle.  

i) After a successful “Go” verification test, the “No-Go” test begins immediately. The spindle will continue to 
rotate at a lower RPM (line 7 on the text file) and travel a separate number of revolutions (line 6). 

• When the “No-Go” proximity switch remains blocked, the part is considered Pass. 
• When the “No-Go” proximity switch becomes unblocked, the part is considered Fail. 

j) At this point, the servo rotates back to the position where it started, plus an additional ½ revolution. After 
the spindle is back to it’s original position, it will be homed and ready. It does not require a separate 
“homing”.  
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CONTROL PROGRAMMING (TVU-STH-SK) 
 

Auto Cycle 
 
Brief Discussion 
The system, as provided, runs thread verification cycles as long as the system is powered and not faulted with 
just a single input – “Start” (input 2). 
 
Output 3 (“Safe/Homed”) provides feedback that it is safe to move the thread gage out of the part. Output 1 
(“Enabled”) indicates that the drive is ready to start an auto-cycle. The remaining signals are provided for the 
placement of the TVU within a customer provided control system.  
 
Running a Test Cycle 
Once “Enabled” and “Safe/Homed”, the TVU is now ready to run auto-cycles. Per the chart below, the output 
signals from the drive will be in this state – “Ready” and “Safe” on. 

Output Label Status 
Output 1 Ready ON 
Output 2 Running OFF 
Output 3 Safe/Homed ON 
Output 4 Pass ON/OFF, based on last operation 
Output 5 Fail ON/OFF, based on last operation 
Output 6 Moving OFF 
Output 7 Servo Fault OFF 

 
Auto Step 1 – Positioning the TVU 
Turn on input 5 (“Jog Reverse”). This helps align the thread gage with the part while pneumatic slides (or robot 
arms) are in motion. While in motion, output 6 (“Moving”) will be on. During this time, move the slide/robot arm to 
position the thread gage against the part. 
 
Auto Step 2 – Moving the TVU into Test Position 
Once in position, inputs 7 and 8 (proximity switches) will come on. This means the thread gage has touched the 
part, and the TVU spindle has compressed. Remove input 5 (“Jog Reverse”) and the servo motor will stop. 
 
Auto Step 3 – Thread Verification Cycle 
With output 1 (“Ready”), output 3 (“Safe/Homed”), and inputs 7 and 8 (proximity switches) on; momentarily turn on 
input 2 (“Start”) to begin the cycle. During the cycle, “Ready” and “Safe/Homed” will turn off. Output 2 (“Running”) 
and output 6 (“Moving”) will turn on. At the end of the cycle, “Ready” and “Safe/Homed” will turn back on. The 
servo will rotate the thread gage a pre-determined number of revolutions (set via the text file) into the part being 
checked. If the cycle passes, output 4 (“Pass”) will be energized. If the cycle fails, output 5 (“Fail”) will be 
energized. The “Pass” or “Fail” signal will remain on until the next cycle begins. 
 
Auto Step 4 – Moving the TVU out of Test Position 
Once the test is complete per the above-mentioned signals, turn on input 5 (“Jog Reverse”). This insures a bind-
free move of the thread gage away from the part. While in motion, output 6 (“Moving”) will be on. During this time, 
actuate the slide/robot arm to move the TVU away from the part. When done, remove input 5 (“Jog Reverse”) and 
the servo motor will stop. 
 
Note: Jogging forward (input 6) between verification cycles will break “home” and will require a re-homing. 
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SET UP DIMENSIONS AND PROCEDURES 
 
Locating the Thread Verification Unit 
 

1) Set up the unit so that the spindle is in line with the part’s thread. Advance the 
pneumatic slide so that the spindle is compressed. At this point, the proximity switch 
should be on. 

 
2) To set the location of the unit along this axis, screw in the spindle until the thread ring 

gage is bottomed out on the part. At this location, with the slide in the full forward 
position, the proximity switch should just go off. 
 

3) If the proximity switch doesn’t go off, adjust the Prox. Mount so that the light on the 
switch goes off. Alternatively, adjust the pneumatic slide or robot to move the TVU 
axially. 
 

4) Remove the thread ring gage from the part and run a test cycle to confirm that the 
proximity switch is set properly. 

 

 
Prox switch should just go off when the gage 
has reached minimum thread depth. 

Line up the part and the 
ring gage axially. 

Use this knob to adjust 
the prox’s location. 
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SET UP DIMENSIONS AND PROCEDURES 
 
Adjusting the Gage Torque Clutch 
 

1) Acquire a small torque wrench with a range of 0-1 Nm. 
2) Apply emergency stop on the main control enclosure to prevent the unit from starting up. 
3) Remove the cover plate from the top of the TVU by removing four (4) M5 BHCS. 
4) With one hand, hold the center shaft to keep it from turning. With the other hand, put the torque 

wrench with a socket on to hex at the end of the shaft. Measure the torque setting of the clutch 
by slowly turning the wrench clockwise. The actual torque is read while the clutch is slipping. 

5) To adjust the clutch setting, loosen the clamp screw on the torque adjust lock clamp collar. 
6) Tighten or loosen the clamp collar to apply more or less spring pressure to the clutch discs. 
7) Tighten the clamp screw. 
8) Re-check the torque with the torque wrench. Only check the torque when the clamp screw is 

tight. 
9) Re-install the cover plate. 

 

 
 

 
  

Clamp Collar 

Cover Plate 

Center Shaft 
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GENERAL MAINTENANCE 

 
Maintenance Schedule 
 
As a mechanical unit, the thread verification unit will require a regular maintenance. Please see the chart below 
for maintenance schedule and actions. The item number refers to the parts list (Drawing numbers R15580).  
 

Item Part Number Description Maintenance 
Interval Action 

113 XNE-2543 Slip Clutch 2 Weeks 

Confirm the spindle 
torque. By default, it is 
set at approximately 

0.20 Nm. 
 
 


